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Leadi哩the‰by胁spiIlg the L绷and G鲫e髓lM of瑚stoncal DeveI叩删蚍：
For the 1帅th Anniver鼢ry of U炝FoundiIlg of the C0删舢IIIist Party of Chi衄

X沈F“如口7z· 4 ·

In the scientific system of Xi J inping Thought on Socialism with Chinese

Characteristics for a New Era， the deliberations on grasping the laws and general

trends of historical development are of fundamentany theoretical importance．

Xi J inping’s expositions in this regard have systematically answered such questions as

what kind of laws and general trends of historical development we should grasp，how

the Party has grasped them in the past century，and how to continue doing so in the

new era．The many great achievements we have made，including the founding of the

Communist Party of China， the victory of the、^hr of Resistance against Japanese

Aggression，the founding of the People’s Republic of China，the implementation of

reform and opening up， the entrance of socialism with Chinese characteristics into a

new era， are all fruits of comprehending the laws and general trends of historical

deVelopment． In the past century， the Party has correctly grasped the laws and

general trends of historical development by persisting in the unity of truth and

values， continuously promoted the Sinicization of Marxism， adhered to the peoplP

centered value， and carried out self-revolution with great courage to promote the

great new proj ect of Party building．History shows that the correct grasp o“aws and

general trends of historical development marks the political matu“ty of a proletarian

party；only by applying living IⅥar)【ism can the laws and general trends of historical

deVelopment be correctly grasped．To this end， we must have a deeper insight into

the interactions and interdependence between China and the、^，orld from the

perspective of general history， better recognize the principal contradiction and its

change of the society and give fuU play to the significant role of distinguished leaders．

World碰story and the o哪tu驴I舳g QIl鹤t for the aIin鹤e Path

Ⅵ么X如。优i竹g·30·

The founding of the Communist Party of China decisively marked the establishment

of an essential connection between嘶m’s modernization process and Marxism．This

essential connection is based on the Sinicization of Marxism，and has been historically

proVen through the century。long practice of the Chinese path． The significance of
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China’s development today to world history， in the new historical context， is that

China is accomplishing its task of socialist modernization while offering the possibility

of a new type of civilization．

ne Historical Lo西c of the Pe嬲锄t’s Land Issues and China’s Choice of DeVelop腓nt
Path：An IIIuportant Perspective on the Historic Struggle of the C仇mmmist Party of

China o、伧r the Past CentuI了 S“咒LPqi以729·49·

Peasant’s land issues were not only of great concern to IⅥarx and Engels but also

an important breakthrough in the integration of historical materialism with the

specific reality of each country． Over the past 1 00 years， the Communist Party of

China has Dromoted 1and reforms of different forms and contents in accordance with

China’s sDecific national conditions for rural land issues in different historical

periods，and has blazed a unique Chinese path of revolution， construction， reform

and agricultural modernization． From the perspective of macro—history， an in—depth

grasp of the Party’s understanding of peasant’s land issues and their approaches in

different histodcal periods、杭U not only help us better uI】dersta-nd the histodcal lo百c of the

adaptation ofⅣhr】【ism to Chim’s cor曲tions arld the histodcal e、，olution and umque

significaJlce of the Chinese path，but撕U also help us have a deeper grasp of the historic

stm991e and the o^giml aspiration and nlission of the Pany oVer the past century．

opening Up a New Realm of Chin雠 Disco鹏e in Politi明l E咖劬y：Theoretical
ImIovation and DeVel叩I眦nt of the PriVate sector of the EcoI悯【ny in Chim

Z矗口咒g Wa咒77zi咒g n72d Li“Y；咒gqi“· 77·厶凡口咒卫yy口咒77zZ咒譬口7z口L2z‘j z7z岩(，z甜’ ，， ’

Since reform and opening up， the development of the practice of the priVate

sector of the economy in China and its theoretical innovations have gone through four

stages：seeing it as“a complement to the public ownership of the socialist economy”；

taking it as China’s part of the“basic economic system”； insisting on the“Two

Irres01utions’’ (Th毛re must be no irres01ution about working to consolidate and

develop the public sector； and there must be no irresolution about working to

encourage， support， and guide the development of the non—public sector．)； and

reconfirming that the“private enterprises and private entrepreneurs are on our own

side．’’They are a response to the inherent requirements of the primary stage of

socialism， to the correct choice for achieving common prosperity， and to the

rationality of human behavior and the 1aws governing the claims of interest． The

growth of the private sector is an important achievement and powerful force in the

development of socialist market economy， and also an important part in building a

modem economic system． Innovation in the development theory of the private sector

of the economy has opened up a new realm for Marxist p01itical economy．

· 205 ·
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’11le Cr翰ti蚰of old-Style鼬Z and a P∞try

ShapiIIg of Chi朐’s Illlage

in the Antj-Ja肼lne辩Ba靶A盹爝晖and the

Xi口o B口i，‘D行g口咒矗Z^口竹g Ni729·98·

Like that produced elsewhere at the time，the old-style奶i and fi poetry of the

anti—Japanese base areas has not received enough attention from researchers，and still

less has it entered literary history on the basis of its modernity．In fact，it had a huge

presence in the anti-Japanese base areas． In particular， it combined emotion and

reason to shape the image of China in a simple and lively way， exhibiting positive，

healthy， progressive， free， and robust values and aesthetics and interpreting the

hopes and dreams of the nation． It was the artistic expression of the spirit of the

Party leadership and the broad mass of the people， but also contributed to the

shaping of a new military-civilian relationship and to the p01iticalimage of Yan’an．

This poetry created a new image of China that 1eft a major historical footprint； it

embodied the aspirations of the people，raised the morale of the people and the army，

and demonstrated the optimistic spirit driving the Chinese nation in times of c“sis，

doing away with the long-standing miSjudgment that contemporary old_style妃i and

ci poetry lacked modernity and did not qualify for a position in literary history． A

reevaluation of this poetry is conducive to renewed understanding of the function and

value of the old—style s^主and cZ poetry and its position in anti-Japanese literature and

broader literary history．

，11le I加ovati蚰of Social Gbvem锄ce in Cont锄po咧呵Chi衄under the Gllid粕ce of

PaIq Building H“口行g Xi口oc^“刀·1 1 6·

In the course of the reform process of improving China’s social governance

model based on coUaboration， participation， and common interests， guidance under

Party building has become an important institutional arrangement for promoting the

collaborative goVernance of multiple actors and improving the oVerall capacity of the

primary-level govemance system． The example of the historical process of urban

social governance innovation in Shanghai reveals the overall institutional connotations

of guidance through Party building， finding that they contain the institutional

elements of three dimensions， i．e．， inter-organizational coordination， building a

governance network for a mobile society，and promoting the simultaneous growth of

the governance community．With the help of the political guidance， incentive drive，

and network integration of Party building， these institutional elements have

effectively responded to many dee矿seated challenges in govemance transformation．

In the context of its historical transformation， the governance under the guidance of

Party building has an important strategic significance for promoting the reform of

service-oriented government， leading the orderly development of Chinese sociaI

publicity，and achieving the full coverage of the governance network．This points to a
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new path for the innovation of soci0109ical theory with Chinese characteristics．

The Philosophical、Ⅳisdom of Marxist Political Econmny in Conte瑚Iporary China

Z矗以咒g Xio咒g·136·

Xi J inping Economic Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a

New Era is the latest theoretical achievement of Marxist political economy in

contemporary China． It is also an economic doctrine for Chinese Communists pursuit

of global economic j ustice in the 2 1 st century and the realization of socialism with

Chinese characteristics aiming to make the country strong and the people rich． The

development of NIarxist p01itical economy in contemporary China has s01id

ph订osophical foundations； it contains the principles of historical materialism， the

world outlook and methodology of materialist dialectics，and the essence of traditional

Chinese philosophy．The p01itical economy of Chinese Communists is by no means of

engineering nature，nor does it simply use technical data to spot market opportunities

or warn of risks；rather， it is materialism in practice，which，by revealing the laws of

economic deVelopment in the philosophical context of historical progress and

economic j ustice， ensure the better governance of the nation．

RecoIlstructing the Category of Sourc鹪of Law LPi LPi·147·

For a 10ng time，discussions on the category of sources of law have been complex

and the category itself has become entangled with other similar categories． At the

j urisprudential level， the theory of the sources of law proceeds from the perspective

of 1egal application， and striVes to find and j ustify the legaUy binding normative basis

for adj udication． Correspondingly， sources of law provide the source of grounds for

j udgment in the process of adj udication and furnish authoritative reasons in legal

argumentation． The sources of 1aw are of two types： sources of validity and sources

of cognition． The former is dominant in adj udicative activities，while the 1atter must

be recognized by and combined with the former in order to be effective． Such a

definition can not only effectively distinguish sources of law from other normative

materials(reasons for judgment)， but can also properly define the relationship

between sources of law and the other two categories of 1aw and forms

(manifestations) of law． On this basis， we can accurately analyze the status of

various sources of contemporary Chinese law．

The Historical Lo画c of the EVoluti蛐of K肿wledge№ H彻2玩e规·1 68·

Human beings are inherently distinguished from animals because they work

mentally． The more consciously intellectual practical activities are， the more they
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belong to the human sphere． 1f development and change in human society are the

result of the development of productivity，then such productivity is often reflected in

the knowledge it embodies．The more advanced a people or a country is in knowledge

production， the more it takes the leader in、^，orld history． Human knowledge has

progressed from an empirical form to a principle-based form diVided into disciplines，

and from there to a differentiated or overlapping form that took shape on information

technology platforms．China was in the lead in the era of empirical knowledge， but

lagged behind due to its backwardness in principle—based knowledge． Therefore，

China should take advantage of the historical opportunity of this shift to a new form

of knowledge to catch up and strive to become an innovative country once again．This

requires us to take stock of the situation， to analyze the adverse factors blocking

innovation， and to create a cultural atmosphere and arrangements for cultivating

talent，all of which are conducive to innovation．Of course，China must also be aware

of its own institutional advantages and other favorable conditions and be firmly

confident that it will become a world-leading innovator．As long as China adheres to

the strategy of being driven by scientific and technological innovation and prioritizing

educational development；continuously expands scientific and technological exchanges

and cooperation with other countries； and establishes an education system and

cultivation arrangements conducive to the growth of innovative talent， it will be

entirely possible for the country to achieve the goal of becoming a science and

technology power．

Early Chi腑’s C嗽ti蚰of the View of Sp蛾锄d Its Si印inc锄ce for Fo咖al Beauty

Z^n竹DD729^“口·186

In early China，in addition to the philosophical speculative view of space initiated

by Lao Tzu，Chuang Tzu and other pre·Qin philosophers，there was a practical view

of space that was applied in the fields of astronomy， geography， ritual， etc． With

cosmic consciousness as the source and the relationship between Heaven and man as

the center， this view of space constituted a symbolic system of a“small universe”

through such humanistic symbols as tombs， architecture， utensils， paintings and

literature． This system is a key to the collective spiritual will and national culture of

early China．This view of space not only played a decisive role in the coherence of the

art forms of the time， but also left a clear formal conceptual impression on later

generations of art and assumed a pioneering role in formal Chinese aesthetics．Due to

the significance of the relationship between Heaven and man in traditional culture，

the rules of artistic form which embodied the early view of space foreshadowed the

aesthetic practice and theoretical advancement of art in later times， becoming an

important factor in the character of Chinese art forms．
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